Microsoft gives SER highest competency status

Gold for the tenth time in a row

(05/15/2017 – Bonn) For the tenth year in a row, SER has attained the highly sought-after Microsoft Gold Partner status, demonstrating again the excellent implementation of the Doxis4 iECM suite in the Microsoft products and the high value this offers its customers.

The security that comes with meeting the stringent integration requirements of Microsoft cannot be overstated. And SER's Gold Partner status reflects this. Only one percent of all Microsoft partners worldwide achieve this status.

In renewing its gold status in the area of Application Development, the European market leader for enterprise content management (ECM) has confirmed its team's extraordinary competency in the integration of Doxis4 into Microsoft products. Customers benefit from SER's long-term strategy of continuously investing in employee qualification.

10 years as a Microsoft Gold Partner

"Smart integrations, like those of Doxis4 in Microsoft products, are most evident in the usability, which the users directly perceive," says Klaus Eulenbach, Head of Technology at the SER Group, and adds: "This early knowledge transfer due to our Microsoft Gold Partner status for ten consecutive years has given us a crucial advantage in development in the ECM market."

Doxis4 is completely integrated into Microsoft Office, Outlook, SharePoint, and Dynamics NAV and AX. Every SER customer has the guarantee that when Microsoft releases new operating systems and databases (e.g. Windows and SQL servers), Doxis4 can immediately be run on it.

Customers also benefit from smart add-ins in Microsoft products that provide them high-performing ECM functions. This includes the Doxis4 SharePoint Portal Connector and Doxis4 SmartOffice Plus, which, for example, handle document archiving and searches directly from Microsoft SharePoint or from Word, Excel or PowerPoint. Doxis4 SmartOutlook Plus is another add-in with which users, among other things, can transfer emails and their attachments from Microsoft Outlook directly to business processes.
Find out more about the ECM integration in Microsoft here.
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